ABSTRACT. Limit theorems in the sense of a.s. convergence, convergence in L j-norm and convergence in distribution are proved for variational series.
L j-norm and convergence in distribution are proved for variational series.
In the first two cases, if g is a bounded, nonnegative continuous function satisfying an additional assumption at zero, and if )Xu), 0 < t < T\ is a stochastically continuous stochastic process with independent increments, with no Gaussian component and whose trend term is of bounded variation, then the sequence of variational sums of the form 2? g(X(t •) -X(t , ,)) is shown to converge with probability one and in L ,-norm. Also, under the basic assumption that the distribution of the centered sum of independent random variables from an infinitesimal system converges to a (necessarily) infinitely divisible limit distribution, necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for the joint distribution of the appropriately centered sums of the positive parts and of the negative parts of these random variables to converge to a bivariate infinitely divisible distribution.
A characterization of all such limit distributions is obtained. An application is made of this result, using the first theorem, to stochastic processes with (not necessarily stationary) independent increments and with a Gaussian component.
1. Introduction and summary. The expression "variational sum" refers to the sum of a function of independent random variables from an infinitesimal system of random variables. More precisely, let <'X ,,•••, X , ! i be an infinitesimal system of random variables, i.e., for 72 = 1, 2, • • •, the k random variables Xnl,"., Xnjt ate independent, and, in addition, k -* 00 as 72 -»00 and for every sequence of integers i/n! such that 1 <j <kn,Xn. -* 0 in probability. Then, for a real-valued or vector-valued function g, the expression 2.". g(X .) is a variational or g-variational sum. Three interrelated limit theorems on variational sums are proved in this paper.
The first of these theorems, Theorem 1 in §2, yields a conclusion of almost sure convergence and L j-convergence for variational sums of the form 2?_j g(xh"¡> -xh" ,•_,.))• Here |X(z), 0 < t < T] is a stochastically continuous [7] ).
The second such theorem deals with the joint limiting distribution of the sum of the positive patts and the sum of the negative parts of random variables from an infinitesimal system. In particular, let ÍÍXnl, • • •, X , }} be an infinitesimal system of random variables as defined above. The general hypothesis is that there exists a sequence of real numbers ¡ani such that the distribution function of 2 ■ "j X. + a converges to some limit distribution at all its points of continuity. converges as n -► oo to that of a bivariate infinitely divisible distribution function? Here g: R' -» R is a function defined by g(x) = (x+» x~). In §3 necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for such a limit law to exist. This theorem is an improvement of Theorem 1 in [8] and a result of Loève [5] . A characterization of all such bivariate limit distributions is obtained.
In §4 there is a third such theorem. It is an application of the first two theorems to separable stochastic processes with independent increments which are centered and have no fixed discontinuities (i.e., Xit -O) = X(/ + 0) a.s. for each t). In particular, if }X(r), 0 < t < T\ is such a process, then letting 0 = t 0< t x< • • • <t =Tbea sequence of partitions under refinement such that maxi/. . -/ . ,; 1 < j < n\ -► 0 as n -* oo, one considers for each such parti-LIMIT THEOREMS FOR VARIATIONAL SUMS 407 2. Extension of a theorem of Berman. In this section a limit theorem is proved for g-variational sums for stochastic processes with independent increments. The limit here will exist both in the almost sure sense and in L j-norm.
The stochastic process is one with (not necessarily stationary) independent increments, and the function g is from a rather general class. Its interest is that for the most part it extends a theorem of S. M. Berman, namely, Theorem 5.1 in [l] . Also extended in a sense are Theorem 2 in [3] and a theorem of P. W. Millar, Theorem 4.5 in [7] . An application of this theorem will be given in §4.
In this section and in §4, \Xit), 0 < t < T] will be a stochastic process with independent increments which is centered, has no fixed points of discontinuity and is separable. The characteristic function of Xit) can be written as (1)- (5), we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D. lim £gíXnk) = r,\gíJís)):0<s<T\a.s.
Proof. By hypothesis on M_ and since ß < y < 2 or /S = y = 2, 2\\]is)\y: 0<s <T, \]is)\ <li has finite expectation £x |x|rMT(¿x), and hence it is a finite random variable. Thus, for arbitrary e > 0 and r¡ > 0 there
whete the constant M is from the hypothesis on g, and such that ±zc are continuity points of MT(x). Let us denote An = ^_lg0(nk)lnkÍK) and Bn = Let y = l{ÍJÍs))2: 0 <s < T, \jis)\ < k\. Then it is known (see, e.g., Lemma 5 in §3 of [2] ) that Ey = f, , K x2MTidx). We now wish to prove that Eyn -» Ey. and by what we have just proved, we obtain that ÍS ! is uniformly integrable. We obtain the conclusion of the lemma from the inequality
We now prove (A) and (B). By Lemma 3 we immediately obtain the almost sure part of (B). This much of the conclusion and Lemma 4 imply in the case y = j8 = 2 conclusion (A) and the L j-mean convergence part of (B). We now prove centered sums each converge in law, and the central limit theorem shows that (1) and (2) are necessary. The proof of the sufficiency of (1) and (2) One easily verifies that ff2(e, 72) = e2ie, n, +) + a2íe, n,-)-2 Críe, n).
By the general hypothesis and the central limit theorem we know that Qnil) = a2ie, n, +)t\ + o2ie, n, -)r2 + 2txt2 Crie, n).
Applying (1), (2) and (6) to this expression, and taking (4) into account, we obtain the sufficiency of (1) and (2) by the multivariate form of the central limit theorem given above. Q.E.D.
It should be pointed out here that it is possible that the general hypothesis above holds and yet conditions (1) and (2) We now present the set of all bivariate limit distributions obtained in Theorem 2. Proof. We need only prove the converse, the direct statement following immediately as a corollary to Theorem 1, using the multivariate form of the central limit theorem quoted earlier and the fact that Críe, n) < 0. is bivariate normal with mean vector zero and covariance matrix S.
Case (iv). ff12 = a21 = 0; ffjj > 0, ff22 = 0 or ff22 > 0 and axx =0.
In this case, replace G in Case (iii) by
to obtain an analogous result.
In whichever case 2 is above, let F denote the distribution function for that case, let }B ¡ denote the normalizing constants for F, and denote F.ijc) = 4. An application of Theorems 1 and 2. Let ÍX(f), 0 < t < T\ be a stochastic process which is centered and has no fixed points of discontinuity. The same assumptions and notation from the beginning of §3 carry over here except that in this section [Xit), 0 < t < T\ is allowed to have a Gaussian component. The following theorem is an application of Theorem 1 to X(r), and this section is devoted to its proof. Equations (1) and (2) ensure the existence of two sequences, {cj and {c^l, such that S¿=i *nk + C7j an<* ^fc-i ^ k + cn converge jointly in law. However, since XÍT) + icn -c') = 2" , X+~+ c -il"t . X" + c'), then \c -c'J is a conn n K-l 77* n *=1 nc ti fi it vergent sequence, and hence we may take c = c'.
Equation (1) will be proved for any process satisfying the above conditions. Now if X(/) is such a process, so is -X(<). Equation (2) An easy consequence of Theorem 1 (where we take g(x) = min íx , 4e \) and the central limit theorem is that if i 2e ate continuity points of M T, then «2. Z E^ J < 2e. ^ =/_2f2£ *2Mr(¿x). &= i
We obtain (*) by taking the limit as e 1 0. We now prove (**). First we recall the well-known inequality: for A > 0, 1 f" e-*2/2o-2^ < _£_ e-X2/2a2. V2770-2 JX V2?7
Since U k is normally distributed with mean zero and variance a2^, we have P[|y"fcl > U] < Í2ank/je^)e-i2(2f'2^. These last two strings of inequalities prove (2) for z = 3 and thus the lemma.
Q.E.D. The first of these two multiplied terms is bounded above by oiT) < oo, and the second tends to zero by Lemma 1 if we first let tz -» oo and then e I 0. This proves (1). We next prove (2) . Since U , is Gaussian with mean zero and variance a ,, we obtain nk. from which we obtain that the limit of the first term on the right, as n -» oot is zero. The limit of the second term, as n -♦ «, is seen to be a (7)/2 by an easy application of the dominated convergence theorem, and thus (2) is proved. In order to establish (3), we observe that Ü» £ *210 < ""k < « " J-J* A" è °2Á^nkte-t2/2dt)2> k=l k=l and this is seen to equal o ÍT)/2n by an application of the dominated convergence theorem. Q.E.D.
For the convenience of the reader we state here a lemma due to P. Greenwood 
